The Everlasting Battle
Against Procrastination

Vivian Hagedorn, Junior

Procrastination. We are all a because the more you put it off,
victim of procrastination at one the guilt will get worse. Bottom
point in our lives. W hether we line is, stop thinking and start
fall victim frequently or every doing. Start today. Start right
once in a while, there is no hiding now.
from it. Even the best of us, the
3) Another common theme
ones who are labeled as
?productive,? or
?organized,? involved in procrastination is
procrastinate--probably a whole worry. W orrying about applying
lot more than you think. for that job or putting yourself
Procrastination is especially out there and going in for the
relevant when it comes to school. interview. Stop blowing whatever
Getting homework, projects, it is you haven?t done out of
and/ or essays done on time, proportion. Chances are, there is
requires actually investing effort nothing to worry about and you?ll
into the assignment instead of just feel much better after you do
doing it until the last minute. In what needs to be done.
this article are a few quick tips
4) Cross it off the list. Perhaps
and tricks to deal with there?s something you?ve been
procrastination, whether or not trying to do, maybe even wanting
you are struggling now, you will to do for years now and it?s
definitely fall victim eventually. weighing on you. Maybe it?s
You can run, but you definitely preventing you from completing
cannot hide.
other, more realistic tasks. It
Procrastination can hypothetically might be time to just let it go.
be fixed very simply, to combat Cross it off the list and admit to
procrastination in retrospect you yourself that you?re never going
simply sit down and do the task. to do it. Don?t feel bad or guilty
Start the task, finish the task. about letting it go. It?ll probably
Simple. The hard part however, is free up some time to tackle things
actually gaining the willpower to you actually can do.
sit down and complete the task.
5) Turn it into something fun.
Especially if it is something you W hether it?s by getting another
have been stuck on for days, person involved to create some
weeks, or even months.
kind of bet at who can complete
1) It is often recommended to said task first, or just something as
start with one specific objective to simple as playing a motivating
tackle. There may be five, ten, song to help you get things done,
even twenty things you need to adding fun to the task truly helps.
get done that you?ve been putting Stop stressing over whatever it is
off. Choose one to focus on, give that?s in your way, and remind
it your complete attention and yourself that it isn?t as scary as it
seems. You?ll feel a lot better after
once that?s done pick another.
the fact than you did before.
2) Stop dwelling on it. Stop Putting the last word down on
feeling guilty that you didn?t start paper always feels way better than
it sooner. Don?t let past guilt get the first word.
in the way of tackling a task

Avengers: Inf inity War
Film Review
RyanMuschler, Freshman
The most recent film in
the Marvel cinematic universe,
Avengers: Infinity W ar is one of
the most expensive and popular
movies of all time. The movie
broke records by making 258
million dollars in its opening
weekend and over $640 million
during its first week alone, not
even including overseas.
Avengers: Infinity War is definitely
not your everyday superheroes
movie. It has over 15 superheros
as major characters and almost a
three hour run time. The movie
cost a whopping $353 million to
make, but easily made a profit
after only one week.
As the nineteenth
film in the Marvel
cinematic universe,
and the big crossover
between
every
superhero
they?ve
introduced, Infinity
War had to live up to
some of the most
popular movies of
the past decade and
years of hype. The
movie still exceeded
the expectations of
many by no only using
trademarks
from
previous
movies, but by fixing problems
with them. The movie takes on
more darker tones compared to
others but still manages to be a
light hearted movie. It can be very
emotional at points but has many
funny moments which I found it
handled better than most of the
other Marvel movies.
Another Marvel trademark it

defied is all about its villain,
Thanos. W hile most of the
Marvel movies have been
considered fairly popular, nearly
all of them had very forgettable
villains. However, with Josh
Brolin?s Thanos, they give us a
more emotional and complex
villain which entices audiences
more effectively when compared
to the other featured Marvel
villains. It is especially surprising
when you think of the hype
around Thanos who has been
teased for six years in Marvel?s
trademark after-credit scenes.
Because it?s a superhero movie,
Infinity War has many action
sequences, as does every Marvel
movie, but with this,
they were on a
whole new level. Joe
and Anthony Russo
have
proven
themselves to be
great
action
directors and with
the budget of this
movie, they?ve made
some of the coolest
action sequences I?ve
seen in a long time.
If I could describe
the movie with one
word, I?d say ?fun.? It?s a very
entertaining movie that you will
love watching because of the
action, visuals, and funny
moments. However, it?s not
something you?ll love and
remember forever. You can
re-watch it but it won?t be as cool
as it was the first time. It was a
really entertaining movie that I
thoroughly enjoyed, but that?s it.

The Undercover Freshmen: Prom 2018
Gillian Pete, Freshman

W hen we arrived at the
IDS building, both of the
entrances we tried were locked.
The second time around, we saw
a couple other
teenagers
meandering around the plaza
taking pictures next to the door
we were stranded behind. We
promptly tried waving them
down, and they promptly ignored
us, so we waited until a different
pair of students saw us and let us
in. We probably should have just
found another door, but I chose to
remain salty. We got in line next
to the row of elevators at the base
of the tower, where we had to
show our student ID?s and be
searched by the teachers and
deans that had chosen to
chaperone the event. Neither of
us had brought a bag, so we got
through fairly quickly.
Our ears popped as the elevator
accelerated upwards. W hen the
doors opened again, we were
greeted with a literal red carpet
and the breathtaking view of the
soft blue skyline through the tall
skyscraper windows. Principal
Dean welcomed us to the party
with more excitement than I
thought was possible to embody
such a small woman, and directed
us towards the food and dance
floor. We grabbed some snacks
and sat down at a full table with a
bunch of faces I didn?t recognize.
They were all friends of Stella,
which made it easier for me to
socialize when I knew they had
already earned the Stella Stamp of
Approval, but I still felt a bit
alienated. Being the only
freshman in the entire party, I felt
like an undercover agent. I was
surprised when I realized no one
was giving me a second glance,
except perhaps the people who
knew me, but it was a little
satisfying knowing I could fit in
amongst people who were almost
adults. I felt like I had grown a
metaphorical inch. On the
handful of occasions that Stella

revealed my identity I was usually
met with a dramatic W haaaat? or
a slightly salty How did you get in
here? To which I would reply
flatly, I was
invited.
From time to
time a familiar
face would pop
in through the
door, and I?d
grin at seeing
how glamorous
they looked. It
was obvious
the
dresses
these girls were
wearing
had
been
the
magical one out
of fifty they?d
considered.
Their makeup
had
been
skillfully
applied, likely
hours before
they had left
their
homes,
and
many
brought two pairs of shoes; one
for pictures and the elegant
elevator ride to the 50th floor,
and another for dancing. Most
guys wore classy suits or tuxes
that made them look like
important businessmen at a
company party.
Meanwhile, I got my suit at a
second-hand
store.
The
button-up shirt I wore had been
ironed ten minutes before I left
the house, and the shoes I wore
had been chosen specifically for
their ability to hide my ankle
brace. Although, fortunately no
one seemed to sense the minimal
amount of effort I?d put forward.
Everyone in the crowd seemed so
obsessed with themselves that
they became indistinct from their
peers. That made it easy for me as
someone who was trying not to
stand out. I clung to Stella as we

mixed
into the
ocean of
silk
dresses
and dark
suits.
W hen
you
entered
the dance
room at
its
maximum
capacity, a
muggy
heat wave
slapped
over you
as
you
walked
through
the door.
After taking a moment to adjust
to the sticky air, I realized it felt
like I was breathing in the
blended exhalation of about a
hundred
different
people.
Probably
because I was,
but
Stella
quickly told me
to stop talking
about it. We
squeezed
through
the
mass
and
managed
to
find space on
the edge of the
dance floor at a
safe distance
from any mosh
pit that might
form and far
enough from
the speakers so
we wouldn?t be
deaf by the end
of the night.
Anyone who?s
ever spoken to me could likely
pick up that I?m not much of a
dancer. People who know me

personally would probably say I?m
wound up too tight to dance and
probably predicted some sort of
mental blow-out from me when I
told them I would be attending
prom this year. And that?s
essentially what happened for the
first few minutes of being on the
dance floor. I stood there
watching Stella happily let loose,
beaming at her bubbly nature, but
allowing no more than light foot
tapping. But over the course of
the party, as the sun set and the
lights were turned low, the stiff
tapping evolved to clapping, then
swaying, and eventually full on
jumping and singing at full force.
I had officially stopped caring
when I was hit with the
realization that no one around me
really cared about what I was
doing.
From start to finish, colorful
lights flashed and waved from the
DJ?s stand, and the bass thudded
from the speakers with such force,
that it could be felt in your chest
from two rooms away. W hile we
were dancing, you could feel the
floor wobble ever so slightly
beneath our feet as though the
sturdy steel I-beams in the frame
of the building had been turned to
rubber.
We stayed and danced until the
very final song, and by then I
didn?t want to leave. W hen I was
bounding along with the mob,
and singing along with the few
lyrics I knew, I felt a very strong
sense of belonging that suddenly
made me understand why the
party scene is so appealing to
people. The atmosphere was
energizing and made me feel
invulnerable and alive. Regardless
of whether or not I was
indistinguishable from the crowd,
I was still part of the crowd.
There is something empowering
about knowing that I?m young
and while the people who
surrounded me knew nothing
about me, we all had that in
common.

DOW N: 1) Selvaag, 2) DeGregory, 3) Romo, 4) Adams, 6) Friend, 7) Piccott
ACROSS: 4) Alex, 5) Gulliford, 8) Dejong, 9) Alfredo

High Schoolers Have Always been
Political; You Just Haven?t Been Paying
Attention AnnikaShif f er-Delegard, Junior

In the past month, I?ve been
hearing the same comment from
just about every adult I?ve spoken
to about politics: ?It?s so great that
these high schoolers are taking on
this issue and making change!?
W hich I agree with. However,
there is a problem with this
statement, because this isn?t the
first time that students have
rallied behind a political or social
cause.
The idea of political involvement
by high schoolers has been around
for a long time. One of the most
recognizable examples of political
involvement is the Little Rock
Nine, who became an indelible
symbol of the civil rights
movement. To refresh your
memory, Little Rock Nine was a
group of nine black students in
Little Rock, Arkansas, who were
sent to a white high school,
desegregating it in the process.
Another major example of
student involvement is the high
schoolers who protested against
the Vietnam W ar, throughout the
60?s and 70?s. These movements
were predominantly led by
students and mothers, which is
something that we are seeing a
resurgence in with current day
protests.
The
Anti-W ar
movement or Peace Movement
was brought about largely in
tandem with the counterculture
or ?hippie? movement. High
schoolers and college students
were at the foreground of
anti-war protests and are a large
reason why the Vietnam W ar has
been remembered as the most
unliked and unwanted war of
American history. High schoolers
have been a part of protests for
years and years. It must be
remembered that it was high
schoolers who sparked the
Supreme Court ruling that, as
long as it wasn?t disruptive,
students could wear political
expressions in school. Could you
imagine going to a school that
would dress code you for wearing
something that expressed a
political opinion different from
the majority opinion?
There is also the matter of race.

Yes, it is true that there are many injustice that affects you. W hite
more white people are involved in people should be allies in these
protests today then there have movements,
however,
they
been in the past. But this is should allow PoC to be leaders.
because the issues that have This is important because it is
always impacted people of color essential to remember who these
are just now impacting white movements impact, and that it is
people as well. This includes not OK to make the movement
mainly the current issue of gun about yourself.
violence, which has affected
people of color for many, many Recently, there was a national
protest called March For Our
years.
Lives on March 24. The exact
The March For Our Lives claims for/ from the protest
movement focuses on the include universal background
abhorrent amount of violence checks, the ability to search on the
that takes place in schools across Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
America. In the past three years Explosives and Firearms (ATF) to
alone there have been over 60 see who owns firearms, funding
school shootings that add up to a for the CDC (Center for Disease
disturbing total death count of 72. Control) to research the gun
This is the first time that white violence epidemic in America, as
people have really felt the well as the banning of
systemic effects of gun violence. high-capacity magazines and
Of course it makes sense that assault weapons. Overall, the goal
students would want to protest of the March For Our Lives
after almost being killed in their Movement is stricter Gun
own school, but people of color Control laws. There is no desire
face gun violence every single day. to violate or get rid of the Second
A study done by the Henry Kaiser Amendment. The movement?s
Family Foundation shows that the leaders and participants only want
percentage of African American to make the laws that support the
deaths due to guns nearly doubles amendment as safe as it can be for
the amount of white deaths due to everyone.
guns. The Black Lives Matter
movement has been protesting Even with just the four
gun violence along with police movements discussed, we need to
brutality for years. Teens this very remember that this is not the first
year have had almost the same time students have acted out
amount of walkouts for Black against injustice in the United
Lives Matter as March For Our States. This is just a continuation
Lives. And do we acknowledge of the student?s legacies that have
the high schoolers who have come before us.
protested in support of Black The bottom line is this: be an
Lives Matter? No, not really. In advocate for issues that may not
fact, in W ashburn during the impact you at the moment
Black Lives Matter protests in because you never understand
2015 and 2016 people would be how important the issue may be
marked as skipping if they until it starts affecting you.
attended the walkout. However,
on the National Day of Protest The following poll was taken from
Against Gun Violence, we had an Washburn Students.
all-school protest. Even
Have You Ever Par t icipat ed in A
though this is good,
Pr ot est ?
there is an obvious
difference in school
support.
All the attention has
been focused on gun
violence, which is only
one of the many causes
for protest, such as the
Me Too Movement,
and the right for female
contraceptives. It?s also
important to recognize
the need for white allies
in the Black Lives
Matter movement supporting the cause is
not enough, you have to
participate
and
respectfully speak out
against ALL injustice
you
see in
our
community, not just the

MN SUMMER
ACTIVITIES
Northern Spark (June 15th16th): An art festival that doesn?t
start until 9:00pm and goes all the
way until 2:00am! This all-night
art fair showcases every kind of
art, from stationary exhibitions to
interactive performance pieces.
Northern Spark takes place in 3
different locations this year: The
Commons, Minneapolis Central
Library, and the Nicollet Mall.
Stone Arch Bridge Festival
(June 15th - 17th):
One of the first
outdoor festivals
of the summer,
the Stone Arch
Bridge
Festival
provides
free
music, art, and
plenty of food!
Twin
Cities
Juneteenth
Celebration (Mid-June - Date is
still TBD): ?Juneteenth? refers to
the festival held across America to
celebrate the ending of slavery.
The Twin Cities host their very
own celebration during June full
of live performances, food, and
activities for kids.

Pride Parade and Festival (June
23rd - 24th): Celebrate LGBTQ+
communities everywhere by
stopping by the Pride Festival in
Loring Park. The festival is
chalked full of live music and
performances,
food
trucks,
activities, and informational
booths that can help improve
awareness for those around you.

Uptown Food Truck Festival
(June 24th): The Food Truck
Festival brings in over 65 food
trucks to be parked all along the
streets of Uptown, offering foods
from across the globe. In addition
to the food, there is also live
music, activities, and give-aways.

The Update
Still Sucks

Micheal Thomas, Senior

Saying Goodbye to Our Beloved Staff
Bella Peters, Junior

At the end of this year
two well known and beloved
teachers will be retiring. English
teacher Elizabeth W ariboko and
Art teacher Nancy Hinz will be
retiring after years of teaching
hundreds of W ashburn students.

Ms. Hinz has been at W ashburn
since 1999, and currently teaches
Studio Art, IB Art and is the
teaching advisor for Art Club. She
is a kind and warm hearted
teacher who sees the artist in
everyone. Ms. Hinz plans to work
on her own art spend more time
with family and go to Zambia for
a few months where she will visit
one of her friends. She is looking
forward to relaxation and says
that she will miss all of her
students and incredible creativity
and motivation that they
generate. She also says she will
miss her fellow staff and the
wonderful comradery amongst
staff. Ms. Hinz will be staying in
Minnesota and enduring the cold
like the rest of us. The main
reason she decided to teach was
because at her first job as a
corporate curator she did not feel

her clients appreciated the art and
so it did not feel rewarding to her.
She instead decided to teach Art
at W ashburn, where she has been
teaching for all 19 years of her
teaching career. Her most
memorable moment at W ashburn
was too hard to single out, but she
said it was the, ?many versions of
when students would have an aha
moment or grow in their work.?
The hardest part of teaching was
the alarm going off in the
morning, but the best was the
feeling of having a giant family
there for you every day. One
word of advice she leaves for all of
us is, ?The hardest thing to do is
believe in yourself, I has seen so
many that didn?t see the potential
in themselves even though they
had it right there. So just dig a
little deeper and know that you
have it in you!?

Ms.
W ariboko
teaches
sophomore level English classes,
both AP Lit and Comp and
English 10. She is known for her
special way of teaching students
and encouraging them to always
take another step towards better
writing or analysis. She has been
at W ashburn for 10 years and has
been teaching for a total of 45
years. After retiring she plans to
travel and have time to write. She
already has plans for three major
projects. She is looking forward to
being able to do what she wants
to when she wants to and not
having to work around a

schedule, and is going to miss
student interactions which make
her very happy. Ms. W ariboko
has family in W ashington so she
plans to spend time with them,
but will also be staying in
Minnesota. Ms. W ariboko says
that she never planned to teach
but when she faced discrimination
because of her age she saw
teaching as an opportunity and
ended up loving it. She loved
learning about teaching, the
process of being a great teacher,
and that same love and
excitement towards teaching
stayed with her to this day. The
best thing about teaching to Ms.
W ariboko was knowing she has
impacted students lives, she even
has an album full of notes from
students which she cherishes. The
worst part of teaching was being
blamed for things that have
nothing to do with her, when
students may be having a difficult
time, dealing with parents, and a
system that doesn?t support the
teacher. Ms. W ariboko?s words of
wisdom start out with, ?success
starts from within.? She went on
to say that. "This is our time,
education is our tomorrow and
the work you do by yourself is
your learning. A motivated
student will do more than the
teacher ever suggested. "
And so after a combination of 29
years we will be saying goodbye
to two lovely teacher and people.
Say your goodbyes, the school
year is coming to an end!
W here in the description did it
say drastic layout changes? The

popular social media app,
Snapchat, just released its newest
update, and its immediate impact
has been the most controversial to
date. W hile other updates have
been much bigger, such as the
introduction of stories, streaks,
stickers/ bitmojis, they all came
separately. Snapchat updates are
common, usually addressing bug
fixes
and
troubleshooting.
However, this update was much
different.
The new Snapchat update
brought a complete overhaul of
the app?s layout. Streaks and
stories are now combined into
one personal feed, causing
confusion between the two.
Snapchat made its biggest
breakthrough
with
the
introduction of streaks. It made
people want to come back,
literally every day, to use
Snapchat. For many users, the
stories feature ?wow factor? died
off long ago, and has since turned
is slowly turning into a spam
folder
for
updates.
The
combination of these two features
into one screen ruins the privacy
of the Snapfeed. Users manually
pick the people they want to share
streaks with, usually their closest
friends, while stories are filled
with the rest of your ?friends?
you?ve added through Snapchat.
The merge between the two
litters your personal streaks with
random interruptions from other
people?s stories. Users used to
choose which stories they wanted
to view, if they chose to view
them at all. Now, stories are
mixed in with individual snaps,
causing confusion and unwanted
material.
The update likely was intended to
revive the dying stories feature, as
well as promoting the public
stories from other
media
organizations such as Vice, ESPN,
and CNN. Snapchat gains revenue
from
media
organizations,
because Snapchaters watch their
stories, therefore promoting their
brand. W hile Snapchat may gain
more money from other
companies, they have lost
satisfaction from their audience.

How to Pick Between PSEO and IB Classes
Bella Peters, Junior

Here at W ashburn we
are lucky enough to have
numerous advanced learning
opportunities to choose from,
especially as juniors and seniors.
The two most popular options
among students are Post
Secondary Enrollment Options
(PSEO)
and
International
Baccalaureate (IB) classes.
Many students who prefer IB
classes also do what is called the
IB diploma which involves taking
a total of five, two-year IB classes,
write an extended essay, be
involved in extracurriculars
(sports and arts), volunteer, as
well as taking a class called The
Theory of Knowledge. The IB
diploma is an extra diploma you
may earn on top of your high
school diploma and is said to give
some students an edge when
applying to college. The IB
diploma is not necessary for
students who are taking IB
classes, but some students see it as
a certain badge of honor to say
that they have put the work in to
complete it.
In contrast to IB classes there is
also PSEO. PSEO requires that the
student goes to a college and takes
college courses while still in high
school. As a PSEO student, you
are treated like any other college
student. There is no more
?babying? as some teachers put it.
It is a very different form of
education than the high school
system as classes typically meet
twice a week, and the student
chooses their own specific
schedule. To participate in PSEO
you must be independent and
capable of keeping yourself on
task. College professors do not
ask you why you didn?t complete
your homework. They simply
give you an F. A PSEO student
stated that at MCTC they were
given 1 late work request form,
where typically the max grade you
can get is a C, for only two of
their classes. They informed me
that this is seen as having a nice
professor,
whereas
other
professors wouldn?t even accept
late work.
Both PSEO and IB can earn you
college credit, however the main
difference is the time difference
you need to put in in order to
achieve it. In IB you must
complete two years of a class in
order for it to count as college
credit, but in PSEO one semester

counts as an entire
year in high school
credits. IB is extremely in depth
and in class learning because you
have the appropriate time to learn
the criteria. In PSEO you only
have the semester and first and
second hour twice a week to make
sure you retain the information.
Both programs are accelerated,
but I would argue that PSEO is
more so due to the time
difference.
I have asked two students their
opinions on their differing
program of choice. They were
both asked the same questions, so
you the reader can determine
which one you may prefer based
on the answers.
Part Time PSEO Student
(Junior)
1. W hy did you choose your
program versus the other option?
"I wanted to be more prepared for
college classes and I would rather
get a years worth of credit in a
semester that counts for college
credit than take a year-long or
even two year long class that
maybe counts for credit only if
you pass an exam. And many
colleges don?t take SL class credits.
Also PSEO makes it so you don?t
have as busy as a schedule because
classes are on different days, like I
only have three classes everyday
and it makes the workload a lot
less."
2. How much homework do you
have per night/ week?
"Depends on the week, normal
weeks I barely have any
homework other than a few
things for my IB Biology class at
W ashburn so probably less than
an hour or two but I usually finish
it between classes or on the bus.
But on exam weeks it?s not much
homework still but quite a bit of
studying especially for finals."
3. How does your program differ
from previous higher learning
opportunities sophomore year
such as Honors Chem and
APUSH - if you took these
classes?
"It?s a lot less busy work, in my
classes we have like four
homework assignments the entire
semester and three or four tests
and that?s it. I remember having a
lot of work in chem and APUSH.
The notes, depending on the

class, could be
more or less, it really depends on
the subject you are studying."
4. Do you like the classes you are
taking and how they are
structured?
"YES! I love all of my classes the
professors are amazing and the
workload that they give is not bad
at all. I like the fact that you don?t
have the same classes everyday,
some classes are MW F whereas
others could just be TTH, it gives
you more time to do the work
they assign and study. The only
thing that is hard is that many
English classes they have are two
hours, which can feel very very
long compared to the 50 min
classes we have at W HS and other
classes at the U."
IB Diploma Student (Senior)
1. W hy did you choose your
program versus the other option?
"Honestly the reason I did IB
instead of PSEO is because I was
scared of college. I didn't want to
have a class that was mainly
lecture based and relied on big
papers and final tests for most of
your grade. I wasn't ready for the
way college classes are taught
when I was a junior, so I took IB
classes as a way to challenge
myself but still learn in a way that
was more familiar to me. That
being said, I have since sat in on
college classes and done a summer
program at a college and I think
my IB classes worked really well
as a way to transition from high
school to college type classes and
teaching methods."
2. How much homework do you
have per night/ week?
"The amount of work outside of
class varies for different classes
and from week to week. Also the
homework tends to be stuff like
projects and readings instead of
typical homework, which means
the time spent varies depending
on how fast you read and how
hard you work. Right now things
are really busy because I have
multiple Internal Assessments
(basically just big projects) due
soon for all my IB classes, but
sometimes I have barely any
homework. History tends to have
work outside of class fairly
consistently and so does math, but
for me English and foreign
language classes rarely have

homework, you just need to study
for tests. TOK has some work,
but not a ton, and a science class
will have a fair amount depending
on which class you take."
3. How does your program differ
from previous higher learning
opportunities sophomore year
such as Honors Chem and
APUSH - if you took these
classes?
"I didn't actually take any higher
level classes aside from AP
Literature and Composition
before junior year. I took IB
Chemistry without taking honors
and I found it wasn't too difficult
to keep up. There tended to be
review at the beginning of each
topic before you moved on to the
more advanced concepts. History
was definitely harder, but for me
it was mostly because of the
amount of notes we needed to
take, but I hear APUSH has a lot
of notes too so that transition
wouldn't be too difficult. I actually
found IB English Literature to be
better than AP Lit and
Composition. The AP class had a
really specific way of doing
things, but IB is just your standard
English class but with higher
expectations."
4. Do you like the classes you are
taking and how they are
structured?
"In general I tend to like/ not hate
my IB classes, but it depends on
the subject and whether I like the
topic. The Science classes aren't
really structured any differently
than normal classes and neither
are the English or language
classes. The biggest difference I
saw was in history. IB puts much
more emphasis on analysis and
critical thinking as opposed to
memorizing facts. Not to say that
there isn't a fair amount of
memorization necessary, but it's
not the main focus. The Math
classes also tend to be much more
hands off, with the teacher
explaining new concepts but most
of the time being for students to
do practice work. I don't know
how much of that is IB and how
much is higher level math not
needing as much teacher
involvement.

Picking A Language
at W ashburn
Vivian Hagedorn, Junior
W ashburn High School
offers four languages to students:
Spanish, French, American Sign
Language and Arabic. W ashburn
also makes it a graduation
requirement to take a language
class for at least two years. The
largest percentage of students
enroll in Spanish, French takes
second and Sign Language and
Arabic come third and fourth
(although they were only just
added the past few years). This
begs the question why? W hy is
one language more popular than
another? Do students think
Spanish is more interesting?
Easier? More familiar? Or do they
think it is more useful to know
Spanish than it is to know French,
Arabic, or Sign Language? If they
do in fact consider Spanish to be
the most useful language to know,
why is that? Is that assumption
accurate? And if it?s not, then
what language is the most
beneficial to know?
If I?m being completely honest
there probably isn?t one definite
answer to this question. There are
many factors that contribute to
whether one language may be
more beneficial to an individual as
opposed to another. For instance,
location. If you live in California,
Texas or New Mexico--all of
which are populated heavily by
Spanish speakers--it is probably
best you learn Spanish. W hereas
if you live in Maine, Montana or
Louisiana there is very little
affiliation with Spanish language
and you would most likely not
gravitate specifically to that
language.
Another factor is your private life.
For example, if you have a Deaf
relative or live in a community
that has a large Deaf population, it
would be more worth your time
to learn American Sign Language
than it would be to learn French.
The same goes for if you have
relatives living in various
countries that speak various
languages across the world. There
is also a question of whether or
not your heritage is an important

part of your life. If you are
Hispanic you may want to learn
Spanish to be in touch with your
roots, or if you have Chinese
heritage you may want to learn
Mandarin instead.
Another huge factor to consider
when picking a language is what
career you?re interested in
pursuing. If you want to be a
businessman, it is most beneficial
to learn Spanish or Mandarin;
whereas if you want to go into
trade and economic industries it is
considered an advantage to know
German.
There are numerous other factors
that may draw an individual
towards one language or another.
But accessibility may be one of the
most important. You may live in a
Deaf community, or have
relatives in Mexico, or simply be
really interested in Chinese
culture. But, if the schools you
attend don?t offer American Sign
Language, Gaelic, or Mandarin
then you have to pick one of the
options that is available to you.
W ashburn only offers four
languages and although that may
seem like a small number when
compared to the language classes
available at South High School,
W ashburn has had many
additions to their world language
department in recent years.
American Sign Language wasn?t
offered at all until just three years
ago, and Arabic is a new addition
this year.
Regardless of what classes
W ashburn offers, the question of
the most beneficial language of all
still remains. Although, one
definite answer cannot be
provided here is a list of what
others believe to be the top ten
most beneficial languages to learn:
Mandarin,
Arabic,
Spanish,
English, Portuguese, German,
Russian, French, Japanese, and
Hindi. These are all subject to
change, and fluctuation in
necessity as our world advances
but for now, these ten languages
are the languages of the future,
the languages of the 21st century.
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